Comparison of improved Aura Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer CO$_2$ with HIPPO and SGP aircraft profile measurements
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Abstract. Thermal infrared radiances from the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) between 10 and 15 µm contain significant carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) information, however the CO$_2$ signal must be separated from radiative interference from temperature, surface and cloud parameters, water, and other trace gases. Validation requires data sources spanning the range of TES CO$_2$ sensitivity, which is approximately 2.5 to 12 km with peak sensitivity at about 5 km and the range of TES observations in latitude (40$^\circ$S to 40$^\circ$N) and time (2005–2011). We therefore characterize Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) CO$_2$ version 5 biases and errors through comparisons to ocean and land-based aircraft profiles and to the CarbonTracker assimilation system. We compare to ocean profiles from the first three Hiaper Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO) campaigns between 40$^\circ$ S and 40$^\circ$ N with measurements between the surface and 14 km and find that TES CO$_2$ estimates capture the seasonal and latitudinal gradients observed by HIPPO CO$_2$ measurements. Actual errors range from 0.8–1.8 ppm, depending on the campaign and pressure level, and are approximately 1.6–2 times larger than the predicted errors. The bias of TES versus HIPPO is within 1 ppm for all pressures and datasets; however, several of the sub-tropical TES CO$_2$ estimates are lower than expected based on the calculated errors. Comparisons to land aircraft profiles from the United States Southern Great Plains (SGP) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) between 2005 and 2011 measured from the surface to 5 km to TES CO$_2$ show good agreement with an overall bias of $-0.3$ ppm to 0.1 ppm and standard deviations of 0.8 to 1.0 ppm at different pressure levels. Extending the SGP aircraft profiles above 5 km using AIRS or CONTRAIL measurements improves comparisons with TES. Comparisons to CarbonTracker (version CT2011) show a persistent spatially dependent bias pattern and comparisons to SGP show a time-dependent bias of $-0.2$ ppm yr$^{-1}$. We also find that the predicted sensitivity of the TES CO$_2$ estimates is too high, which results from using a multi-step retrieval for CO$_2$ and temperature. We find that the averaging kernel in the TES product corrected by a pressure-dependent factor accurately reflects the sensitivity of the TES CO$_2$ product.
1 Introduction

Over the past decade, measurements of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) from space have become increasingly prevalent, with CO$_2$ measurements from SCIAMACHY, AIRS, TES, IASI, ACE, and GOSAT (e.g. Reuter et al., 2011; Chabine et al., 2008; Kulawik et al., 2010; Crevosier et al., 2009; Foucher et al., 2011; Yoshida et al., 2011; Crisp et al., 2012; Butz et al., 2011). Robust calculation of errors in the CO$_2$ estimates is critical because errors in interferences can be larger than the expected variability. There is also a need to understand and validate biases and errors with great accuracy for the data to be useful for estimating CO$_2$ sources and sinks. Consistent validation and intercomparisons for satellite data, necessary for combining or utilizing multiple satellite results, are challenging since the different products have different coverage, vertical sensitivity, and averaging strategies (as summarized in Table 1). In this paper, we present comparisons of TES CO$_2$ to aircraft profile data from the HIPPO campaigns and from the Southern Great Plains ARM site to quantify errors, biases, and correlations between TES and the validation data. The techniques and methods shown in this paper are applicable to validation of other instruments with coincident aircraft profiles.

Multiple studies have estimated the precision and bias required to utilize atmospheric CO$_2$ measurements for source and sink estimates. Using simulated observations, Rayner and O’Brien (2001) showed that satellite measurements of CO$_2$ total column abundances with a precision of 2.5 ppm, averaged monthly on spatial scales of 8° × 10°, would offer more information on CO$_2$ fluxes than can be obtained from the existing surface network. Houweling et al. (2004) also carried out simulations suggesting that latitude-dependent biases of less than 0.3 ppm are necessary for upper tropospheric CO$_2$ data to be useful for estimating sources and sinks. Nassar et al. (2011) showed that 5° × 5° monthly-averaged TES observations at 500 hPa (about 5.5 km altitude) over ocean with mean errors of 4.7 ppm between 40° S and 40° N provided information that was complementary to flask data and especially helped constrain tropical land regions. Nassar et al. (2011) mitigated latitude and seasonally dependent biases of 1–2 ppm using 3 different correction methods to estimate sources and sinks from combined TES midtropospheric CO$_2$ and surface flask CO$_2$. Although the exact magnitude of regional fluxes differed based on the bias correction approach used, key results are generally robust within the predicted errors. Thus assessing the robustness of flux estimates with spatially or temporally varying biases is possible; however, smaller biases are of course preferable.

Kulawik et al. (2010) showed that the TES CO$_2$ prototype results compared well to aircraft data over Northern Hemisphere ocean sites but showed less reliable results over Southern Hemisphere ocean sites in some months and over land. The peak sensitivity of TES CO$_2$ was seen to be near 500 hPa with sensitivity between approximately 40° S and 45° N. Based on the findings of Kulawik et al. (2010), updates were made to the retrieval strategy which significantly improved the accuracy of the TES CO$_2$ retrieval over land and changed the overall bias of TES CO$_2$ from a 1.8% to a 0.3% low bias. Results with the new version, processed with the TES v5 production code, are shown in this paper. The TES CO$_2$ netdf “lite” products, on 14 pressure levels, were used for this analysis, available through links from the TES website, at http://tesweb.jpl.nasa.gov/data/. Special runs, e.g. processed with a constant initial guess and prior, were run using the TES prototype code which has minor differences from the v5 TES production code. These runs are used to assess the linearity of the retrieval system and validate the vertical sensitivity of the CO$_2$ estimates.

2 Measurements

2.1 The TES instrument

TES is on the Earth Observing System Aura (EOS-Aura) satellite and makes high spectral resolution nadir measurements of thermal infrared emission (660 cm$^{-1}$ to 2260 cm$^{-1}$, with unapodized resolution of 0.06 cm$^{-1}$, apodized resolution of 0.1 cm$^{-1}$). TES was launched in July 2004 in a sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 705 km with an equatorial crossing time of 13:38 (local mean solar time) and with a repeat cycle of 16 days. In standard “global survey” mode, 2000–3000 observations are taken every other day (Beer, 2006). CO$_2$ is estimated for TES observations between 40° S and 45° N. In 2006, TES averaged 1570 “global survey” observations per day. Of these, 743 per day are between 40° S and 45° N, and 505 per day have cloud < 0.5 optical depth (OD) and are of good quality. There are additional targeted “special observations”, which are not used in this analysis as they are less spatially and temporally uniform. TES global survey observations were consistently taken from late 2004 through June, 2011. For details on the TES instrument, see Beer (2006), and for information on the retrieval methods see Bowman et al. (2006) and Kulawik et al. (2006, 2010).

2.2 HIPPO aircraft measurements

For validation of observations over oceans, we compare to the HIPPO-1, HIPPO-2, and HIPPO-3 campaigns (Wofsy, 2011; Daube et al., 2002; Kort et al., 2011) over the Pacific from 85° N to 67° S for January, 2009, November, 2009, and April 2010, respectively. The profiles are measured between 0.3 km and 9 km (~307 hPa) with some extending up to 14 km (~151 hPa), covering a large fraction of the TES vertical sensitivity with data traceable to World Meteorological Organization (WMO) standards with a comparability of approximately 0.1 ppm (Kort et al., 2011). For comparison, the TES mid-Tropospheric averaging kernel, which describes the sensitivity of the CO$_2$ estimate to variations in CO$_2$, has a full-width-half-maximum range of 2.5 to 12 km. We select...
all HIPPO measurements for each campaign within a 10° latitude band of a TES observation. If the HIPPO measurements are separated by more than 30 days or 20° longitude, they are split into two groups and each group is averaged. TES measurements for the same latitude range, ±10° longitude from the HIPPO average longitude, and ±15 days from the HIPPO mean time are averaged for comparison. The impact of varying the coincidence criteria for time, latitude, and longitude is discussed in Sect. 4.3. We use the profiles identified by the HIPPO team and the CO2.X field, based on 1s data median-filtered to 10s. The CO2.X field is primarily derived from the quantum cascade laser spectrometer (CO2-QCLS) measurement with calibration gaps filled by measurements from the Observations of the Middle Stratosphere (CO2-OMS) instrument. For description of these sensors, see Wofsy (2011) and documentation online (http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/hippo and http://hippo.ornl.gov). Note we do not use CO2 profiles from HIPPO-1 flights 8-11, when these 2 CO2 instruments received a small fraction of air contaminated by the aircraft cabin. The contaminated measurements showed more than 2 ppm altitude-dependent differences from flask data and a third in situ measurement. Flight 7 CO2.X data have been altitude-adjusted to match the flask data and correct for a small contamination effect of less than 1 ppm. Changes to the aircraft sampling system were made after HIPPO-1 and no contamination was detected thereafter in the reported data.

2.3 SGP aircraft measurements

For validation of observations over land, we compare TES CO2 to flask sample observations collected bi-weekly over the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Southern Great Plains (SGP) site (Ackerman et al., 2004), as part of the ACME project. This site is located in the southern United States at 36.8°N, 97.5°W, and has data starting in 2002. Flask samples are collected, using a small aircraft (Cessna 206), at 12 levels at standard altitudes between 0.3 and 5.3 km altitude with a precision of ±0.2 ppm (Biraud et al., 2013). Only flask sample measurements with good quality are used in this study (flag = “...”). Starting in late 2010, coincident aircraft measurements have been coordinated with TES stare observations consisting of up to 32 observations at the same ground location; the stare observations will be analyzed in a future paper.

2.4 CONTRAIL aircraft and AIRS satellite measurements

Because the SGP aircraft measurements cover only part of the altitude range of TES sensitivity to CO2, we test extending these aircraft measurements with measurements from the Comprehensive Observation Network for TRace gases by AIRLiner (CONTRAIL) aircraft (Matsueda et al., 2002, 2008; Machida et al., 2008) or co-located Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) CO2 measurements, which have peak vertical sensitivity at ~9 km (about 325 hPa). The CONTRAIL measurements are between 9 and 11 km (325–250 hPa) and are located over the western Pacific Ocean (between Japan and Australia); these are matched by latitude to the SGP site. For AIRS, the Level 3 calendar monthly v5 product was used with spatial averaging to match the TES spatial averaging.

2.5 CarbonTracker CO2 model estimates

CO2 profiles from the CarbonTracker 2011 release (Peters et al., 2007, http://carbontracker.noaa.gov, henceforth CT2011) are used to put TES comparisons to aircraft profiles into spatial and temporal context. The NOAA CarbonTracker CO2 data assimilation system uses atmospheric CO2 observations, flux inventories, and an atmospheric transport model to derive optimized estimates of CO2 fluxes and atmospheric CO2 distributions. We compare TES and HIPPO results to CT2011 to put the TES comparisons to validation data in perspective within time series and spatial patterns.
3 Description of the TES CO$_2$ product

3.1 Retrieval strategy

3.1.1 Updates from the previous version

The retrieval strategy for the TES CO$_2$ estimates was updated from the strategy discussed in Kulawik et al. (2010) to address issues found through validation of the prototype CO$_2$ data. The previous version compared well to validation data over the Northern Hemisphere ocean, but less well to observations over land and the Southern Hemisphere ocean. Observations over land showed a high bias and higher than expected standard deviation differences compared with aircraft data, and observations over ocean in the Southern Hemisphere showed some latitudinal and seasonal biases (see Kulawik et al., 2010, Figs. 9, 10, and 12). One known issue in the TES retrieval is the spectroscopic inconsistency between the CO$_2$$_{v2}$ and laser bands used for the CO$_2$ retrieval (Kulawik et al., 2010); consequently a retrieval using both bands simultaneously will have inconsistent biases depending on the relative weights of the two bands.

The laser bands are located between 900 and 1100 cm$^{-1}$, in a relatively transparent region of the spectrum. We use the two bands centered at 960 cm$^{-1}$ and 1080 cm$^{-1}$. The laser bands yield the best results when temperature and water profiles are known, and the $v_2$ band is essential for constraining temperature and water. So, to address the need for the $v_2$ band, but to mitigate the effects of the inconsistent spectroscopy, a 2-step retrieval is used. In the first step, atmospheric temperature, water, ozone, carbon dioxide, surface temperature, cloud optical depth and height, and emissivity (over land) are retrieved for windows covering both the $v_2$ and laser bands. This uses the 5-level CO$_2$ retrieval grid (surface, 511 hPa, 133 hPa, 10 hPa, 0.1 hPa). The 511 hPa result (at about 5.5 km) is biased low by about 6 ppm, with the surface result tending to be biased more than 6 ppm and the 133 hPa result tending to be biased less than 6 ppm.

Adding more retrieval levels to this step resulted in increased altitude-dependent biases. The second step retrieves only CO$_2$ and surface temperature in the 980 cm$^{-1}$ laser band keeping atmospheric temperature, water, etc. from Step 1 and using a 14-level retrieval vector for CO$_2$ (surface, 909, 681, 511, 383, 287, 215, 161, 121, 91, 51, 29, 4.6, 0.1 hPa).

We found that ozone is a significant interferent in this spectral band and so we now jointly estimate ozone with CO$_2$. We also found that radiances measured at the 1080 cm$^{-1}$ laser band is significantly affected by a large silicate emissivity feature; we therefore do not use this spectral region in our final retrieval step 2. We also found that extending the window used for the $v_2$ band from 671–725 cm$^{-1}$ to 660–775 cm$^{-1}$ improved results because of sensitivity to CO$_2$ and other jointly retrieved parameters at these augmented wavelengths. Finally, we removed some spectral regions contaminated by minor interferent species, such as formic acid and formaldehyde, as well as spectral regions with unidentified but persistent radiance residual features. Formic acid and formaldehyde typically exist at very low levels in the atmosphere, but appear at significant concentrations in biomass burning plumes, which could lead to spatially dependent biases in CO$_2$ if their spectral regions are included in the retrieval. The spectral ranges used for the two steps are shown in Table 2. The resulting strategy is implemented in the TES products for v5 data.

3.1.2 A priori and values and assumptions

We use optimal estimation to infer CO$_2$ and interfering trace gases from the TES measured radiances and to provide a robust calculation of the errors (Rodgers 2000; Bowman et al., 2006) and vertical resolution, critical components for using these data for scientific analysis. Because the problem of estimating tropospheric concentrations of CO$_2$ is ill-posed regularization must be used to distinguish likely estimates from unphysical estimates. This regularization comes in the form of a priori covariances and constructed constraints as well as a priori states around which the solution is regularized.

The a priori covariance and the constraint for the 5-level CO$_2$ retrieval in Step 1 are described in Kulawik et al. (2010). The constraint for the 14-level CO$_2$ retrieval in Step 2 was created with a similar process as the 5-level constraint described in Kulawik et al. (2010). This constraint is constructed such that greater variability and uncertainty, but also increased sensitivity, is allowed in the final estimate. An assumption when utilizing this constraint is that an average of multiple solutions is un-biased; this assumption is tested with comparison of the TES CO$_2$ estimates to the aircraft data. The TES radiative transfer forward model and spectroscopic parameters are the same as in Kulawik et al. (2010).

The TES initial guess and a priori states are taken from the chemical transport model MATCH (Nevison et al., 2008) used in conjunction with a variety of other models to provide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Spectral windows.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TES filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spectral ranges used for TES CO$_2$ with the filter name characteristic of the TES instrument. These spectral ranges have many narrow spectral regions removed to avoid minor interferent species and persistent spectral residuals. The species included in the forward model were H$_2$O, CO$_2$, O$_3$, HNO$_3$ for the 2B1 filter and H$_2$O, CO$_2$, O$_3$, CFC-11, CFC-12, NH$_3$ for the 1B2 filter.
CO₂ surface fluxes based on 2004 (D. Baker, private communication, 2008). The surface CO₂ fluxes are derived from models including the Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach (CASA) land biosphere model (Olsen and Randerson, 2004), ocean fluxes from the Wood’s Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) model (Moore et al., 2004) and a realistic, annually varying fossil fuel source scheme (Nevison et al., 2008). The CO₂ fields generated by the model compared well to GLOBALVIEW atmospheric CO₂ data (Osterman, TES Design File Memo). The initial guess and a priori are binned averages of the model for every 10° latitude and 180° longitude (i.e. 18 latitude bins and 2 longitude bins (0–180° E, 180° E–360° E)). This binned monthly mean climatology for 2004 was then scaled upward yearly (by 1.0055) to best match the annual increase in CO₂. The initial guess is new for this version; Kulawik et al. (2010) used a constant initial guess.

### 3.2 Characterizing and validating TES errors and sensitivity

Predicted errors and sensitivity are important to characterize for application of the data to science applications, particularly when errors and sensitivity vary because of variability of clouds and surface properties. The following error analysis (Eq. 1 through 4) is a shortened version from Kulawik et al. (2010). For error analysis and sensitivity characterization, the iterative, non-linear retrieval process is assumed to be represented by the linear estimate (e.g. Rodgers, 2000; Connor et al., 2008):

\[
x_{est} = x_a + A(x_{true} - x_a) + G n + G K_b \Delta b
\]  

(1)

where \(x_{est}\) is the logarithm of the estimate, \(x_{true}\), \(x_a\), and \(x_{true}\), and are the logarithm of the estimate, a priori constraint vector, and true state, respectively, \(A\) is the averaging kernel (sensitivity of the retrieved state to the true state), \(G\) is the gain matrix (sensitivity of the measurement to radiance errors), \(n\) is the radiance error vector, \(K_b\) is the interferent Jacobian (sensitivity of the radiance to each interferent parameter), and \(\Delta b\) are the errors in the interferent parameters.

Note that for TES, all parameters besides temperature and emissivity are retrieved in log( ), so that the retrieved parameter, \(x\), is the logarithm of the gas volume mixing ratio relative to dry air (VMR). In TES processing, all trace gases are retrieved in log(VMR) because many of the trace gases measured vary logarithmically. TES uses 65 pressures for the radiative transfer pressure grid. The retrieved parameters for CO₂ are on a reduced set of pressures, e.g. instead of retrieving 65 CO₂ values, we retrieve 5 in Step 1 (see pressure list in Sect. 3.1.1) and 14 pressures in Step 2 (see list in Table 3). Mapping between pressure grids is discussed in Bowman et al. (2006). Connor et al. (2008) further separates the retrieved vector, \(x\), into retrieved CO₂ parameters (here denoted \(x\)) and all other jointly retrieved parameters (here denoted \(y\)).

\[
x_{est} = x_a + A_{xx}(x_{true} - x_a) + A_{xy}(y_{true} - y_a) + G n + G K_b \Delta b
\]  

(2)

where \(A_{xx}\) is the sub-block of the averaging kernel corresponding to the impact of CO₂ on the retrieved CO₂ parameters, and the \(A_{xy}\) is the sub-block of the averaging kernel corresponding to the impact of non-CO₂ parameters on retrieved CO₂.

Subtracting \(x_{true}\) from the left and right side of Eq. (2) and taking the covariance gives the predicted error covariance:

\[
S_{err} = GS_m G^T + GK_b S_{berr}(GK)^T + (I - A_{xx}) S_{a,xx} (I - A_{xx})^T + A_{xy} S_{a,xy} (I - A_{xy})^T
\]  

(3)

where \(S_{err}\) is the total error covariance, \(S_m\) is the covariance of the radiance error, and \(S_a\) is the a priori covariance. The cross state error (described in Worden et al., 2004; Connor et al., 2008) is the CO₂ error resulting from jointly retrieved species, and the smoothing error results from the effects of the constraint matrix. For more details on the derivation and terms in Eq. (3), see Connor et al. (2008) Sect. 4.1 or Kulawik et al. (2010), Sect. 3.3.

The cross-state component is due to the propagation of error from jointly retrieved species into CO₂; in this case, surface temperature. This error should decrease with averaging over regional and monthly scales, as the surface temperature error will likely vary in sign and magnitude. Similarly, interferent and measurement errors should also decrease with averaging over regional, monthly scales. However, averaging observations with the same CO₂ true state results in a bias for the smoothing term which does not decrease with averaging. The predicted total error covariance for an \(n\) observation average is:

\[
S_{err} = (S_{meas} + S_{int} + S_{cross-state})/n + S_{smooth}
\]  

(4)

\[
S_{err} = S_{obs}/n + S_{smooth}
\]  

Table 3. Sensitivity factor to multiply the averaging kernel row on the CO₂ retrieval pressure grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (hPa)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000.00</td>
<td>0.351038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>908.514</td>
<td>0.513463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681.291</td>
<td>0.635048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510.898</td>
<td>0.616426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>383.117</td>
<td>0.649254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287.298</td>
<td>0.787116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215.444</td>
<td>1.15804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.561</td>
<td>1.69716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121.152</td>
<td>2.34417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.8518</td>
<td>1.99004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.0896</td>
<td>0.753712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.7299</td>
<td>0.745675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6416</td>
<td>0.365056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The observation error ($S_{\text{obs}}$) and smoothing error covariances in Eq. (4) are included in the TES products (Osterman et al., 2009). The predicted error for a particular level is the square-root diagonal of the predicted error covariance at that level, and the off-diagonal terms describe correlated errors between levels. Spectroscopic and calibration errors, which may contribute an additional bias and/or varying error, are not included in Eq. (2), but could be added in, if known, as the gain matrix multiplied by the radiance error.

### 3.3 Comparisons to aircraft profile data

We validate with aircraft profile data, where the true state, $x_{\text{true}}$, is known for at least portions of the atmosphere. To construct $x_{\text{true}}$ on the TES pressure levels, the following steps are taken: (1) interpolate/extrapolate the aircraft profile to the 65-level TES pressure grid; (2) replace values below all aircraft measurements with the lowest altitude aircraft measurement value; (3) replace values above all aircraft measurements with the highest altitude aircraft measurement value. We then apply the “Observation operator” to this profile to assess the effects of TES sensitivity (Boxe et al., 2010 Eq. 11):

$$ x_{\text{pred}} = x_a + A_{xx} (x_{\text{true}} - x_a) $$

(5)

$x_{\text{pred}}$ is what TES would see if it observed the air mass described by the aircraft profile in the absence of any other errors due to the vertical resolution and sensitivity of the TES instrument. Since we have applied the TES sensitivity to the aircraft profile, there is no smoothing error term when comparing $x_{\text{pred}}$ and $x_{\text{true}}$. The predicted error for $x_{\text{true}}$ compared to $x_{\text{pred}}$ is the observation error, which is significantly smaller than the smoothing error when averaging over ~40 profiles.

The SGP aircraft data go up to ~5 km, covering only part of the range of TES sensitivity and so the choice of the value for $x_{\text{true}}$ above 5 km could have an impact on $x_{\text{pred}}$. We set $x_{\text{true}}$ above 5 km to carbon dioxide values either from AIRS, CONTRAIL, or the highest altitude aircraft measurement; the differences in these results characterize the size of the uncertainty introduced from uncertainty in the true profile.

### 3.4 Predicted errors for TES CO$_2$

Figure 1 shows the predicted errors for a single observation and for a 40-observation average for land and ocean scenes. At 500 hPa (about 5.5 km), the dominant error source for a single observation is interferent error, at about 4–7 ppm, due to, in order of importance, temperature, cloud parameters, water, and ozone. Measurement error is also significant, contributing nearly 4 ppm, followed by the smoothing error, which contributes about 1.5 ppm. Errors from the jointly retrieved surface temperature are small. The total error is about 6–7 ppm for a single observation. However, when 40 observations are averaged, the interferent and measurement errors are taken to be quasi-random, and are reduced by the factor square root of 40. The dominant error for the 40-observation average is the smoothing error, resulting from imperfect sensitivity. Land observations in general have higher interferent error due to the uncertainty in emissivity. In most cases averaging over 1 month, ± 5° latitude, and ± 10° longitude gives enough variability in the errors to result in quasi-random errors, which reduces the predicted and actual errors by the square root of the number of observations. We find that measurements taken close together, such as a “stare” special observation, tend to have correlated errors, e.g. from temperature, and averaging does not improve the error. From comparisons to HIPPO data in particular, the quasi-random error assumption is not always valid.

### 3.5 Predicted sensitivity for TES CO$_2$

The predicted sensitivity and retrieval non-linearity can be validated, as described in Kulawik et al. (2008, 2010), by running non-linear retrievals using two different a priori vectors, $x_a$ and $x_a'$, resulting in the iterative, non-linear retrievals, $\hat{x}$ and $\hat{x}'$, respectively. $\hat{x}$ is then converted via a linear transformation to use $x_a$ using the following linear equation:

$$ \hat{x}_{\text{est}} = \hat{x}' + A(x_a - x_a') $$

(6)

where $x$ is log(VMR). $\hat{x}_{\text{est}}$ from Eq. (6) is compared to $\hat{x}$. If they compare within the predicted errors, it validates both the predicted sensitivity and the non-linearity of the system. The comparison between $\hat{x}_{\text{est}}$ and $\hat{x}$ answers two questions: (1) how sensitive are the results to the starting point of the retrieval? and (2) can we use the sensitivity to predict the results we expect to see?

The calculated averaging kernel ($A$) is shown in Fig. 2. The left panel shows $A$ for all levels for step 1, which includes the joint retrieval of all interferents in both the $v_2$ and the laser band spectral regions. $A$ shows the potential for partially resolving CO$_2$ at different pressure levels. If the spectroscopy were addressed, the step 1 results and averaging kernel could be used for CO$_2$, rather than needing to do a final CO$_2$ step with restricted windows. The middle panel shows the predicted $A$ for the final CO$_2$ step. Note that all levels have very similar sensitivity but with more predicted sensitivity than the first step, mainly because the second step only retrieves CO$_2$ and surface temperature in a narrow spectral range. The right panel compares the averaging kernel row at 511 hPa (about 5.5 km) for TES observations matching the HIPPO campaigns and observations near SGP. Note that the TES observations at SGP, over land, show more variability in the sensitivity because of seasonal and day/night variations in surface temperature. The averaging kernel on the far right panel of Fig. 2 has been corrected by a pressure dependent factor, shown in Table 3, to reflect the actual sensitivity (see Appendix for a description of how the averaging kernel was validated and the pressure dependent factor was calculated.). We find that this ratio is very similar for all pressure levels (results not shown), so that this ratio can be used for all
and $x_{\text{corr}}$ are the retrieved and corrected VMR values, respectively (not log(VMR)). The presence of a time-dependent bias was checked using the NOAA CCGCRV fitting software (Thoning et al., 1989; see also http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/mlb/crvfit/crvfit.html). Fit of years 2005–2009 of monthly averages of TES or SGP aircraft data with the TES observation operator find a difference in the fitted yearly increase of $-0.20$ ppm yr$^{-1}$ in the mid-troposphere. A linear fit of the difference of TES and SGP with the TES observation operator found the same trend of $-0.19 \pm 0.09$ ppm yr$^{-1}$. A comparison of TES and CT2011 for Southern Hemisphere ocean observations between 20S and 40S found a similar trend in the difference of $-0.27 \pm 0.06$ ppm yr$^{-1}$. We correct TES values with a time-dependent bias: $x_{\text{corr},i} = x_{\text{raw},i} + A_{ij} \times bias_j$, with $bias_j = 0.3 \times$ (year-2008). This bias value is the more conservative fit of $-0.20$ divided by the total averaging kernel row in the mid Troposphere of 0.65. Since after 2010, TES data calibration changed to preserve instrument lifetime (by taking fewer cold space observations), a separate bias correction of 0.0025 (+0.25%) is applied after 2010. The TES data corrected by the above parameters was re-checked and the trends in the troposphere range from $+0.04$ ppm yr$^{-1}$ at the surface to $-0.02$ ppm yr$^{-1}$ in the upper Troposphere, which are within the error. The results of these improvements are seen in Fig. 3, with all subsequent analyses using these corrections. The change of CO$_2$ over time could result from a drift in some aspect of TES calibration or input parameters (e.g. temperature inputs or laser frequency). A drift of $-0.2$ ppm yr$^{-1}$ could result from a drift on the order of a 10 mK yr$^{-1}$ drift in brightness temperature. Connor et al. (2011) found no trend in TES brightness temperature, within 5–10 mK yr$^{-1}$ (Thomas Connor, personal communication). The prototype shows the low bias after 2010, but not the drift in 2005–2009 (note that the prototype runs used TES version 4 inputs for radiance and initial guess values). In Sect. 4.1 and Fig. 9, we see biases which vary by location and are persistent in time. An average of TES data over one year versus the CT2011 model shows a spatial pattern (as seen in Fig. 8) which is persistent from year to year. The difference modified by the averaging kernel can also be used for a location-dependent bias correction, with improvements for all comparisons except for the TES bias versus HIPPO-3. The above bias correction factors (time-dependent, post-2010, and spatially-dependent) will be included for each observation in upcoming TES Lite products.

4 Actual and predicted errors compared with HIPPO and SGP

Figure 4 shows a plot of the matching locations for TES and HIPPO-1, HIPPO-2, HIPPO-3, and SGP. For HIPPO coincidences, both HIPPO and TES are averaged within a box centered around HIPPO locations and times. The mean time for the TES observations must be within 7 days of the HIPPO
Fig. 2. Averaging kernel for the initial CO₂ step (left), the final CO₂ step (center), and the corrected Averaging Kernel row for 511 hPa for the final CO₂ step (right) for SGP and HIPPO cases. Note that the predicted sensitivity in the lower troposphere is less for the initial step because temperature, water, and cloud properties are jointly retrieved. The FWHM pressures, where the averaging kernel has half the peak value, occur at 750 and 215 hPa (2.5 and 12 km).

Fig. 3. TES time dependent bias, shown by the difference between TES and SGP with the TES observation operator applied. (a) original TES data show a year-dependent trend as well as a bias after 2010 when TES calibration changed. (b) corrected TES-SGP, with TES corrected by 0.3 ppm yr⁻¹ (multiplied by the TES averaging kernel) and a 0.25% bias correction after 2010.

4.1 Comparison of TES and HIPPO measurements

Figures 5–7 show the comparisons between TES and HIPPO. Figure 5 shows curtain plots of the comparisons, with the y-axis showing altitude and the x-axis showing latitude. In HIPPO-1, in January 2009, the TES prior is fairly constant with latitude and too high in the Southern Hemisphere, seen in Fig. 6 for the mid-troposphere. The TES results show an improved gradient versus latitude compared with the TES prior, but show a low bias. The correlation in the mid-troposphere is 0.86 ppm with a standard deviation of 0.6 ppm. HIPPO-2, in November 2009, is overall fairly constant within this latitude range with higher values in the Southern Hemisphere and a spread of ~2 ppm. TES captures the overall pattern but shows anomalously low values at 15S and 10N. The correlation in the mid-troposphere is 0.46 with standard deviation of 1.3 ppm. HIPPO-3, in March–April 2010, has the strongest latitudinal gradient. The TES a priori gradient is again too small with the TES results improving the gradient. However, similar to HIPPO-2, TES has anomalously low values at about 10° N. The TES instrument was not operating during the first half of the campaign resulting in higher errors due to fewer averaged observations. In particular, the TES averages between 20–40° N, where high values are seen, are primarily from observations within a 6 day period, whereas monthly averages are needed to produce uncorrelated errors. The correlation in the mid-troposphere is 0.77 with a standard deviation of 1.8 ppm. For the three HIPPO campaigns, the actual errors are larger than the predicted, by an average factor of 2, likely because the intererror errors are at least somewhat correlated, rather than random (e.g. see Boxe et al., 2010). Consistency between predicted and actual errors is critical for the scientific use of the data, especially data assimilation or CO₂ flux estimates.
Fig. 4. HIPPO-1, HIPPO-2, and HIPPO-3, SGP and TES coincident observation locations. For HIPPO, each orange dot shows a CO$_2$ profile location. The blue values show the TES observations which are averaged for comparisons. Note that for plots versus latitude, there can be multiple longitudes or times as seen on the above plots. All TES observations shown are within 10 degrees longitude and 5 degrees latitude of the validation data.

Fig. 5. Curtain plots comparing TES and HIPPO-1 (left), HIPPO-2 (middle) and HIPPO-3 (right) versus latitude. (a) shows the HIPPO measurements, (b) shows HIPPO measurements averaged over latitude and longitude bins matching TES observations, (c) shows HIPPO measurements with the TES observation operator applied, (d) shows TES measurements, averaged over the same latitude and longitude bins, and (e) shows the TES prior. Data gaps in HIPPO or TES can cause the latitudes to be slightly mismatched. These plots show persistent low features in the TES observations at 15S and 10N and improvements in the CO$_2$ values (relative to the prior) for HIPPO-1 in particular.

For the HIPPO comparisons, the TES a priori latitudinal gradient is too small with values that are too high in the Southern Hemisphere. The TES retrieved values are generally closer to HIPPO values but with persistent errors larger than the predicted errors seen at $\sim$15$^\circ$S and $\sim$10$^\circ$N in HIPPO-2 and HIPPO-3. A histogram of the values composing the TES averages for the TES points (not shown) shows that the entire distribution of points is shifted, rather than a few outliers causing the anomalous values. The correlation of errors in a particular region and preliminary analysis of the TES “Stare” observations at SGP indicates that likely these outliers result from a bias in the interferent errors, rather than the assumed quasi-random distribution of interferent error. Since averaging does not reduce a biased error, the error for the averaged product would be comparable to the single-observation interferent error of 4–6 ppm, which is consistent with the errors seen.

Figure 7 shows the TES/HIPPO comparisons in the context of the overall patterns seen by TES monthly averages. In Fig. 7b, the low TES values at $\sim$10$^\circ$S and $\sim$15$^\circ$N can be seen as part of a larger spatial pattern seen by TES and can be seen in the spatially-dependent bias pattern in Fig. 7d. Looking at the other TES retrieved values, a similar pattern can be seen in TES ozone, water, and HDO at 681 hPa for November 2009 (http://tes.jpl.nasa.gov/visualization/SCIENCE_PLOTS/TES_L3_Monthly.htm). As this pattern is persistent in TES CO$_2$ from year to year (data not shown) but is not seen with the HIPPO data, it most likely indicates a problem in the retrieved TES CO$_2$ at these locations. Note that the anomalously high values in HIPPO-3...
For HIPPO-1, the TES-TES comparisons (TES results with sensitivity, as described by the averaging kernel, is validated. When the differences are smaller or comparable to the observation error, the sensitivity, as described by the averaging kernel, is validated. For HIPPO-1, the TES-TES comparisons (TES results with a variable prior converted to a fixed prior via Eq. (6), versus TES results with a fixed prior) have a 0.02 ppm bias and 0.16 ppm standard deviation compared to observation error of 0.8 ppm. For HIPPO-2, the TES-TES comparisons have a −0.03 ppm bias and 0.34 ppm standard deviation compared to an observation error of 0.6 ppm. For HIPPO-3, the TES-TES comparisons have a −0.45 ppm bias and 1.3 ppm standard deviation compared to an observation error of 0.9 ppm. The bias for all cases is less than the observation error, and in 2 of the 3 cases, the standard deviation difference is less than the observation error. In HIPPO-3, the standard deviation is 0.4 ppm larger than the observation error. This comparison validates the predicted sensitivity and linearity of the retrieval system for ocean observations.

4.1.1 Correlations between TES and HIPPO

Correlations between HIPPO and TES are summarized in Table 4. Because the coincidences are subject to the natural variability of the atmosphere within the coincidence region and time, a correlation of 1.00 is not to be expected. This section also shows how the correlation degrades when the error is comparable to the variability. The correlation between $x$ and $y$ (where $x$ and $y$ have mean of 0) is defined as:

$$c_o = \frac{x \cdot y}{\sqrt{x \cdot x \cdot y \cdot y}}$$

Adding in errors for $x$ and assuming that the errors are uncorrelated with $x$ or $y$, the correlation $c$ is:

Fig. 6. (a)–(c) Plots versus latitude for the 511 hPa pressure level showing the TES value with error bars (red), HIPPO at the same pressure level (black), HIPPO with the TES observation operator applied (blue), and TES prior and initial guess (green). Results are averaged 5 degrees latitude, and 10 degrees longitude, with TES results within 15 days of each of the HIPPO campaigns. The HIPPO results have the TES observation operator applied to account for TES sensitivity. (d)–(f) Correlations between TES and HIPPO observations: the green dashed line is the linear fit for the TES prior, the red line is the fit for the TES results, and the black dashed line shows the ideal 1:1 correlation. The statistical information for (d)–(f) is listed in Table 6.
The calculated correlations, \( c \), between TES, HIPPO, and SGP are shown, as well as the correlations corrected by the degrading effects of errors, \( c_o \), calculated with Eq. (8) for TES near the surface (900 hPa for HIPPO and 880 for SGP) and in the mid-troposphere (511 hPa). “Variability” is the standard deviation of the aircraft data with the TES observation operator and “Bias” is TES – validation data. All results have error-corrected correlations greater than 0.85 except for HIPPO-2, which has the least variability combined with issues in the TES subtropic values. The 6 “prototype” entries, processed with the prototype, compare results when run with variable and a constant prior. The time period for the prototype is mid-2005 to mid-2008 rather than mid-2005 to mid-2011.

\[
c = \frac{x \cdot y}{\sqrt{x \cdot x + \varepsilon_x \cdot \sqrt{y \cdot y}}} = c_o \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \varepsilon_x^2 / \sigma_x^2}} \quad (8a)
\]

\[
c_o = c_o = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \varepsilon_x^2 / \sigma_x^2}} \quad (8b)
\]

where the variability of \( x \) is denoted \( \sigma_x \) and the error in \( x \) is denoted \( \varepsilon_x \). From Eq. (8), it is apparent that errors that are equal to or larger than the variability will significantly degrade the observed correlations; for a more detailed discussion of how errors affect correlations, see Zhang et al. (2008). Using the predicted errors, variability, and observed correlations, and using Eq. (8b), we can calculate the underlying correlation in the absence of error, with results shown in Table 4. The raw correlations range from 0.46–0.92, and the correlations corrected for error range from 0.65–0.98 when the predicted error is used in Eq. (8). We find that the observed correlation is lower, as expected, for the HIPPO comparisons which have a lower variability/error ratio, but also highlights that the TES-HIPPO comparisons are not good for HIPPO-2 even considering the predicted error.

4.2 Comparison to aircraft data from the Southern Great Plains (SGP) ARM site

For comparisons between TES and SGP aircraft profile data, both datasets are monthly averaged, and TES is also averaged within 5° latitude, and 10° longitude of the SGP site (see Fig. 3). On the plots, the average of all aircraft data above 2 km is shown in orange labeled “ave SGP” (e.g. Fig. 9a and b). Aircraft profiles with the TES observation operator applied are shown in green labeled “SGP w/obs”.

Table 4. TES correlations and errors versus all validation data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Campaign</th>
<th>Pressure (hPa)</th>
<th>Variability (ppm)</th>
<th>Bias (ppm)</th>
<th>Pred. Error (ppm)</th>
<th>Actual Error (ppm)</th>
<th>( c )</th>
<th>( c_o )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>HIPPO-1</td>
<td>Surf.</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>HIPPO-2</td>
<td>Surf.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>HIPPO-3</td>
<td>Surf.</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>SGP</td>
<td>Surf.</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>HIPPO-1</td>
<td>Mid Trop.</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>HIPPO-2</td>
<td>Mid Trop.</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>HIPPO-3</td>
<td>Mid Trop.</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. code</td>
<td>SGP</td>
<td>Mid Trop.</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>SGP – var prior</td>
<td>Surf.</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>SGP – conv. const prior</td>
<td>Surf.</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>SGP – const prior</td>
<td>Surf.</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>SGP – var prior</td>
<td>Mid Trop.</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>SGP – conv. const prior</td>
<td>Mid Trop.</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>SGP – const prior</td>
<td>Mid Trop.</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 Effects of the validation profile above 5 km

As shown in Fig. 2, TES has significant sensitivity from 1–10 km. Since the aircraft profiles range between the surface to ∼5 km, we test three methods for extending the aircraft profiles to the upper range of TES sensitivity (1) extend the top aircraft value upwards indefinitely, (2) interpolate from the top SGP value to the AIRS value at 9 km, (3) interpolate from the top SGP value to CONTRAIL value at ∼10 km. Fig. 10 shows results for the first two methods. Extension of the SGP aircraft data with AIRS CO2 values changes the bias from 0.21 to 0.13 ppm, and improves the standard deviation from 1.10 to 0.81 ppm in the mid-troposphere and changes the bias from −0.1 to −0.3 ppm and improves the standard deviation from 1.00 to 0.96 ppm near the surface. The use of CONTRAIL aircraft data to extend the SGP profile improves the standard deviation from 1.10 to 0.82 and increases the bias from 0.21 to 0.45 ppm in the mid-troposphere. Note that the CONTRAIL data are flask measurements taken in the west Pacific matched by latitude to the SGP latitude and are not co-located with the SGP observations. As seen in Fig. 10, all datasets show similar seasonal cycles and yearly increases, with the amplitude on the AIRS cycle somewhat less and with the CONTRAIL data averaging somewhat lower (again note that the CONTRAIL data are at a different longitude). The difference between extending the SGP profile versus AIRS is −0.2 ± 1.4 ppm (AIRS higher) and versus CONTRAIL is 0.5 ± 1.5 ppm at 10 km (CONTRAIL lower).

Since extending SGP with AIRS above the SGP measurements gives somewhat better results, this method will be used to extend the SGP data for the remainder of this paper. This study shows that missing validation data above 5 km results...
in at least a 0.3 ppm standard deviation difference and a bias uncertainty on the order of 0.3 ppm in the mid-troposphere for the validation data.

### 4.2.2 Results for different a priori and initial guesses

In this next section we evaluate TES CO\textsubscript{2} using both the standard TES prior, and using a constant prior, i.e. without any a priori knowledge of the CO\textsubscript{2} values. We compare results using these two different priors, linearly transforming the variable prior results to use the constant prior using Eq. (6), to determine whether the TES CO\textsubscript{2} retrieval strategy is linear and that the predicted sensitivity is correct, as well as verify that TES can capture the seasonal and yearly trends in the absence of a priori knowledge of CO\textsubscript{2}.

Figure 9 shows time trend comparisons between TES and SGP aircraft measurements. The top two plots show the monthly averages of SGP data above 2 km and the SGP data with the TES observation operator with two a priori choices. The constant a priori choice dampens the expected results in a predictable manner. Since the sum of the row of the 511 hPa averaging kernel for SGP averages about 0.65, about 2/3 of the variability should be captured when using a fixed prior.

Figure 9c to e show results when TES is started at the standard TES initial guess and prior in Fig. 8c, when TES is converted to a fixed prior after retrievals using Eq. (6) in Fig. 8d, and when TES is started at a uniform initial guess and prior in Fig. 9e. To validate sensitivity and retrieval non-linearity, it is important that the results in Fig. 9d and Fig. 9e agree, as discussed in Sect. 3.5. Comparing TES and the validation data, TES shows expected seasonal and yearly patterns over the 4 yr of comparisons, both when TES is started at a “good” initial guess and prior, and when TES uses a uniform initial guess and prior for CO\textsubscript{2} which gives the TES retrieval system no a priori knowledge of CO\textsubscript{2}. As seen in Table 4, the correlation between TES and the aircraft is 0.95 at the surface and 0.98 in the free troposphere when a variable prior is used, 0.84 and 0.87 at the surface, and 0.93 and 0.92 in the free troposphere when the results are linearly converted to a constant prior using Eq. (6) or run with a constant prior, respectively. The similarity between the results indicates that the TES CO\textsubscript{2} retrieval strategy is predictably linear and that the predicted sensitivity is correct.

A significant improvement is found over the previous data version (Kulawik et al., 2010), which used a 385 ppm prior and showed a correlation of 0.7, actual rms errors of 1.5 ppm, and a bias of 2.50 ppm. The current results (for the same uniform prior and same analysis period of 2005.5–2008.5) show a correlation of 0.95, actual rms errors of 0.80, and a bias of 0.13 ppm. From this analysis, we expect that the land data in this version are well-characterized with respect to the validation data and are therefore sufficiently reliable for use in scientific analyses.
Fig. 8. TES (red) compared to CT2011 with TES observation operator applied (black) with the 3 HIPPO campaign results shown in blue. Latitude bands where TES shows a bias versus CT2011 and HIPPO, e.g. 0–10° N in (d) and (l), show persistent low offsets versus time.
constructed by combining the aircraft measurements (which monthly averaged “true” atmosphere, shown in Fig. 11b, is seen in Fig. 11a. The aircraft measurement at SGP with 4.2.3 SGP results for all pressures

Figure 11 shows curtain plots of TES versus SGP between the surface and 10 km. The aircraft measurement at SGP with AIRS observations shown at 8 km are seen in Fig. 11a. The monthly averaged “true” atmosphere, shown in Fig. 11b, is constructed by combining the aircraft measurements (which primarily go up to 5 km) with AIRS at ~9 km. Figure 11c shows the true state after applying the TES observation operator. Since the different TES pressure levels have similar sensitivity, the variation in altitude in Fig. 11c by pressure is markedly reduced from Fig. 11b. The TES results are seen in Fig. 11d, which agree with the true accounting for TES sensitivity shown in Fig. 11c with 1 ppm standard deviation near the surface and 0.8 ppm standard deviation at 500 hPa (about 5.5 km altitude).

4.3 Coincidence criteria and effect on errors

Differences between the air parcels measured by aircraft and those measured by TES will impart an error in the comparison between these two data sets, but we can reduce this error through averaging. We look at different coincidence criteria to determine the effects on the comparisons. The TES data shown in Fig. 4 are within 5° latitude, 10° longitude, and 15 days of the HIPPO or SGP observations. Because of the range of spatio-temporal locations, we expect that most intertropical errors contribute quasi-randomly to the total error budget and scale as the inverse square root of the number of observations. Table 5a shows the effects of averaging within 5°, 10°, or 20° longitude (keeping the latitude and time coincidence specified as above) for near-surface (at 900 hPa for HIPPO and 875 hPa for SGP) and mid-troposphere (at 511 hPa, about 5.5 km above sea level). The actual errors are approximately a factor of 1.6–2 times larger than predicted with the actual errors scaling approximately with the inverse square root of the number of observations. The correlations, predicted errors, and actual errors show consistent improvement between 5°, 10° and 20° averaging indicating that at this scale TES observations are dominated by quasi-random error.

Table 5b shows the results for averaging of the TES data within 15, 30, and 45 days; 2.5°, 5°, and 10° latitude; and cloud cutoffs of 0.1, 0.5, or 1.0 OD. Results shown are averages of the 3 HIPPO results for pressure at 900 hPa and 500 hPa, and SGP results near the surface and mid-troposphere. The predicted errors scale according to the inverse of the square root of observations. Similar to the longitudinal conclusions, there is improvement with increasing numbers of observations, with the exception of cloud OD > 0.5, which resulted in worse comparisons.

4.3.1 Displacement in longitude

TES observes significantly more variability in longitude than simulated by models. To test whether the variability represents variability from the true state versus error, TES coincidences are offset in longitude by 15° east or west before comparing to SGP and HIPPO observations. The longitudinal shift improves results for some cases and worsens the results for other cases. For example, shifting TES coincidences to SGP by 15° east (so that TES observations are

Fig. 9. Time series comparisons at SGP. (a) and (b) show aircraft data with and without the TES averaging kernel applied, in green and orange respectively. The orange values show all aircraft measurements averaged above 2 km. The green line shows what TES should measure, given the aircraft observations (orange), the TES constraint vector (dashed line), and the TES averaging kernel. The seasonal variability is blunted in a predictable way with the constant constraint vector (b). Panels (c), (d), and (e) show TES actual measurements (red) versus the aircraft data with the TES averaging kernel applied (green). (e) is when TES uses a variable constraint vector. (d) is when the TES results from (e) are transformed to a constant constraint vector value of 385 ppm using Eq. (6). (e) is when the constant constraint vector value of 385 ppm is used for TES nonlinear retrievals. The agreement of (d) and (e) (with more details shown in Fig. 4) validates the TES averaging kernel. Note: for the first few months of 2010, TES did not collect data.

4.2.3 SGP results for all pressures

Figure 11 shows curtain plots of TES versus SGP between the surface and 10 km. The aircraft measurement at SGP with AIRS observations shown at 8 km are seen in Fig. 11a. The monthly averaged “true” atmosphere, shown in Fig. 11b, is constructed by combining the aircraft measurements (which...
moved towards the east coast) improved comparisons near the surface (from 0.96 to 0.81 ppm standard deviation) and in the mid-troposphere (from 0.80 to 0.75 ppm standard deviation), whereas shifting TES coincidence to SGP by 15° west degraded the comparisons (from 0.96 to 1.09 ppm and from 0.80 to 1.01 ppm standard deviation at the surface and troposphere, respectively). Previous results (Kulawik et al., 2010) did show a statistical improvement with no longitude shift over results with a longitude shift whereas current results do not show a statistical improvement.

### 4.3.2 Spatial correction

Table 6 shows comparisons for standard coincidence criteria with and without spatial correction (as discussed in Sect. 3.6). Spatial correlation improves actual error for most cases, particularly for SGP comparisons near the surface and in HIPPO-2 comparisons. The bias improved for HIPPO-1 and HIPPO-2, but not for HIPPO-3. The spatial correction as implemented is promising but does not uniformly improve comparisons with validation data and should therefore be used with caution.

### 4.3.3 Co-location using temperature

A different co-location scheme was tried using atmospheric temperature to define coincidences (Keppel-Aleks et al., 2010) using the criteria developed for ACOS-GOSA T in Wunch et al. (2011). TES observations within 5°, 10°, and 20° longitude for each of the datasets at 900 hPa near the surface (“surf”) and 500 hPa in the mid-troposphere (“trop”). n is the number of TES observations averaged per comparison (important because the error should scale as the inverse of the square root of the number of observations per comparison if errors are uncorrelated and the measurements have the same true). The correlation and errors improve with increasing box size indicating that quasi-random, rather than systematic, errors dominate.

### Table 7. Atmospheric temperature coincidences at 500 hPa, averaged by month and compared, with results shown in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>HIPPO-1surf</th>
<th>HIPPO-2surf</th>
<th>HIPPO-3surf</th>
<th>SGP-surf</th>
<th>HIPPO-1trop</th>
<th>HIPPO-2trop</th>
<th>HIPPO-3trop</th>
<th>SGP-trop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corr 0.77</td>
<td>corr 0.41</td>
<td>corr 0.82</td>
<td>corr 0.96</td>
<td>corr 0.68</td>
<td>corr 0.37</td>
<td>corr 0.74</td>
<td>corr 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pred 0.80</td>
<td>pred 0.82</td>
<td>pred 0.99</td>
<td>pred 0.77</td>
<td>pred 0.69</td>
<td>pred 0.71</td>
<td>pred 0.87</td>
<td>pred 0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.16</td>
<td>±1.36</td>
<td>±2.22</td>
<td>±1.39</td>
<td>±1.07</td>
<td>±1.35</td>
<td>±2.11</td>
<td>±1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.37</td>
<td>±0.08</td>
<td>±0.64</td>
<td>±0.25</td>
<td>±0.50</td>
<td>±0.58</td>
<td>±0.19</td>
<td>±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bias ±0.90</td>
<td>bias ±0.59</td>
<td>bias ±0.74</td>
<td>bias ±0.98</td>
<td>bias ±0.85</td>
<td>bias ±0.50</td>
<td>bias ±0.77</td>
<td>bias ±0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.04</td>
<td>±0.14</td>
<td>±0.55</td>
<td>±0.28</td>
<td>±1.00</td>
<td>±0.62</td>
<td>±0.06</td>
<td>±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n 20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5a. Detailed effects of longitude coincidence criteria on results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Longitude ± 5</th>
<th>Longitude ± 10</th>
<th>Longitude ± 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corr</td>
<td>pred</td>
<td>actl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-1surf</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-2surf</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-3surf</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-surf</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-1trop</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-2trop</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-3trop</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-trop</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mean | 0.71 | 0.80 | 1.49 | −0.11 | 42 | 0.80 | 0.57 | 1.13 | −0.29 | 87 | 0.85 | 0.39 | 1.00 | −0.31 | 198 |

Calculated correlations (“corr”), predicted (“pred”) and actual (“actl”) errors and biases (in ppm) when averaging within 5°, 10°, and 20° longitude for each of the datasets at 900 hPa near the surface (“surf”) and 500 hPa in the mid-troposphere (“trop”). n is the number of TES observations averaged per comparison (important because the error should scale as the inverse of the square root of the number of observations per comparison if errors are uncorrelated and the measurements have the same true). The correlation and errors improve with increasing box size indicating that quasi-random, rather than systematic, errors dominate.
Table 5b. Average effects of all coincidence criteria (averaged over all datasets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>tight criteria</th>
<th>medium</th>
<th>loose criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>longitude</td>
<td>corr 0.71</td>
<td>pred 1.49</td>
<td>actl -0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>corr 0.75</td>
<td>pred 1.38</td>
<td>actl -0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latitude</td>
<td>corr 0.77</td>
<td>pred 1.45</td>
<td>actl -0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clouds</td>
<td>corr 0.80</td>
<td>pred 1.35</td>
<td>actl -0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculated correlations (“corr”), predicted (“pred”) and actual (“actl”) errors and biases (in ppm) averaged over each of the datasets near the surface at ∼900 hPa and 500 hPa in the mid-Troposphere. n is the number of TES observations averaged per comparison (important because the error should scale as the inverse of the square root of the number of observations per comparison if errors are uncorrelated and the measurements have the same true). Results improve with increasing number of observations with the exception of worse results when adding in cases with OD > 0.5.

Table 6. Detailed effects of spatial correction on results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TES v5 standard coincidence</th>
<th>TES v5 with spatial bias correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corr 0.85</td>
<td>pred 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-1surf</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-2surf</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-3surf</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-surf</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-1trop</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-2trop</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-3trop</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to Table 5a, comparisons in ppm between TES and validation data with and without spatial bias correction (see Sect. 3.6). Spatial bias correction improves actual error for SGP comparisons near the surface and in HIPPO-2 comparisons. The bias improved for HIPPO-1 and HIPPO-2, but not for HIPPO-3. Spatial correction is promising but does not uniformly improve comparisons.

Table 7. Temperature-based coincident criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TES v5 temperature-based coincidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corr 0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-1surf</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-2surf</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-3surf</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-surf</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-1trop</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-2trop</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO-3trop</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to Tables 5a and 6, comparisons in ppm between TES and validation data using temperature-based coincidence criteria (see Sect. 4.3.3). Results in Table 7 should be compared with the “TES v5 standard coincidence” entries in Table 6, which use a latitude-longitude-time box for coincidence. Temperature-based coincidence improves correlations and reduces the bias and variability of the bias from ∼0.41 ± 0.47 ppm to ∼0.23 ± 0.27 ppm.

5 Conclusions

The improved TES CO₂ estimates described in this work capture the latitudinal gradients and seasonal patterns found in the HIPPO and SGP aircraft data. The comparison with HIPPO and SGP data show biases ≤1.0 ppm and errors for monthly-averaged data on the order of 0.8–1.2 ppm. Comparison of HIPPO-3, which averages TES over a partial month, had errors of ∼1.8 ppm. Improvements from the previous TES CO₂ product are remarkable over land, and both land and ocean data for all pressure levels in this version of TES CO₂ can be used for scientific analyses, although sensitivity of all levels is similar and peaks near 500–600 hPa (about 4–5 km). Comparisons of averaged TES to both HIPPO and SGP aircraft profile data show the actual errors averaging ∼1.6–2.0 times the predicted errors for monthly averages. HIPPO and CT2011 comparisons to TES show persistent spatially-dependent biases which can be on the order of the single-observation predicted errors. A correction based on the persistent spatial pattern has been developed and included in the TES Lite CO₂ product, which overall improves comparisons but needs testing in the context of assimilation. We also find a time-dependent bias on the order of
sensitivity than land observations, but both capture seasonal and yearly cycles in CO₂. We validate the sensitivity by comparing results with a very good initial guess and prior compared with a fixed initial guess and prior. Both show the same seasonal and yearly patterns and agree within the observation error when converted to use the same prior using a linear transform.

Averaging TES within 5° latitude, 10° longitude, and 15 days gives the good results when comparing to validation data, considering correlations, errors, and biases. Averaging over larger times or distances improves comparisons and averaging over smaller times or distances results in higher predicted and actual errors as expected. For assimilation, averaging over smaller areas, or no averaging, is fine, however, because the assimilation scheme accounts for the trade-off between number of observations and error (e.g., see Kulawik et al., 2010). When averaging over the above times and distances, the actual errors for comparisons to validation data are 0.8–1.2 ppm, with the predicted errors about a factor of 1.6–2.0 too small for averaged data. TES CO₂ Lite products (available through links from the TES website, at http://tesweb.jpl.nasa.gov/data/) have corrected averaging kernels and errors, with corrections included for spatial and time-dependent biases.

Appendix A

Accurate sensitivity calculation for the multi-step retrieval

Careful characterization of the uncertainties and sensitivity of the CO₂ estimates are critical for using these data in scientific analysis. We find through comparisons of the TES CO₂ retrievals using different a priori vectors that the calculated sensitivity is inconsistent with the actual sensitivity. We calculate the averaging kernel theoretically by propagating perturbations in the true state at every level through the retrieval system and show how effects from retrieved parameters from previous steps need to be included in the calculated averaging kernel.

Considering a single-step retrieval, the effect of a perturbation in the true state on the retrieved state is captured by the following steps:

1. CO₂ is changed by a small amount at a particular pressure level, Δx

2. This results in a change in the radiance, which is the Jacobian multiplied by the state change: ΔL = KΔx

3. When the perturbed radiance is used in a retrieval, it results in a change in the retrieved CO₂: Δx̂ = GΔL

4. The averaging kernel, A, is defined as Δx̂ / Δx, and this is:

Fig. 11. Curtain plots comparing TES and SGP versus time. (a) shows the SGP measurements up to ~5 km with AIRS at ~9 km, (b) shows monthly averages of (a), (c) shows SGP measurements with the TES observation operator applied, (d) shows TES measurements. As seen in Fig. 2, the TES results at all pressures have similar sensitivity.

-0.2 ppm yr⁻¹ and bias of -0.25% after 2010, when TES calibration changed. For the SGP dataset, the bias over a 5-yr period is -0.3 ppm at the surface and 0.1 in the troposphere. Because the SGP aircraft data only go up to 5 km, we find that using AIRS values above 5 km improves comparisons. The correlations between TES and validation data are 0.9, 0.5–0.6, and 0.8–0.9 for HIPPO-1, -2, and -3 and 1.0 for SGP comparisons at different TES pressures. We show that lower correlations can partially be explained by a predictable degradation of the correlation due to the error/variability ratio and the observed correlations are consistent with underlying correlations of 0.7–1.0.

In the Appendix, we find that the sensitivity reported in the TES products over-predicts the actual sensitivity because of the 2-step retrieval strategy that is used for the CO₂ estimates. For the current product release, we find that a pressure-dependent multiplicative factor applied to the sensitivity in the TES product results in an accurate prediction for the TES sensitivity to the vertical distribution of CO₂. The TES sensitivity peaks at ~500 hPa with some sensitivity in the upper troposphere. On average, ocean observations show greater
\[ \frac{\Delta \hat{x}}{\Delta x} = G^T K_x = A \]  

(A1)

\( A \) in Eq. (A1) is the standard equation for the averaging kernel. However, since in our case CO\(_2\) is retrieved in two steps, the radiance perturbation first passes through step 1 of the retrieval. The theoretical averaging kernel resulting from the two-step retrieval, using a similar analysis to the above, but propagating through both steps, is:

\[ \frac{\Delta \hat{x}}{\Delta x} = G_x^2 K^2_x - G_x^1 K^1_x G_y^1 K^1_x \]  

(A2)

where \( G_x^2 \) is the gain matrix for CO\(_2\) for step 2, \( K^2_x \) is the Jacobian for CO\(_2\) for Step 2, \( K^1_x \) is the Jacobian for all non-retrieved and interferent parameters in the step 2 windows, \( G_y^1 \) is the gain matrix for all non-CO\(_2\) parameters for step 1, and \( K^1_x \) is the Jacobian for CO\(_2\) parameters for step 1. The first term is the standard averaging kernel predicted for step 1, its second term is the standard averaging kernel predicted for step 2, as seen above, and is included in the TES products, and the second term is a result of both non-CO\(_2\) parameters and CO\(_2\) parameters being active in both step windows. If CO\(_2\) were not active in the step 1 windows, then \( K^1_x \) would be zero, or if temperature, for example, had no influence in the step 2 windows, then \( K^2_x \) would be zero.

We calculate the averaging kernel both from Eq. (A2) and from using perturbations in the CO\(_2\) state vector propagated through the full non-linear least squares (NLLS) retrieval system. For the latter, a retrieval is performed on noise-free simulated radiances with the initial and prior state both set to the true state. Following this, the true state CO\(_2\) at a single pressure is increased by 0.08 %, a new radiance is calculated, and a new retrieval is performed. The change in the retrieved state at 511 hPa divided by the change in the true state at each pressure gives the actual 511 hPa row of the averaging kernel.

Fig. A1. (a) Step 1 predicted and actual averaging kernel row for 511 hPa. Step 1 actual and predicted are very similar (red), however the step 2 actual averaging kernel (black solid) is significantly different than predicted (black dashed). The peak sensitivity is ~500 hPa, similar to predicted, however the sensitivity is less, and the sensitivity above 200 hPa follows the Step 1 sensitivity. (b) The ratio of actual divided by predicted sensitivity for 511 hPa. This ratio is used to correct the averaging kernel provided in the TES product.

Fig. A2. Validation of the predicted sensitivity and non-linearity using a constant prior versus a variable prior converted to a constant prior via a linear transform following the nonlinear estimate. (left panel) green shows a histogram of the differences of the prior values and black shows a histogram of the result values for TES monthly averages near the SGP site. The dashed lines are the predicted total errors. (right panel) shows a time series, with the fixed prior shown in red and the variable prior converted to a fixed prior shown in black. The gray dashed lines show the two prior values. The red and black lines show excellent agreement, validating the predicted sensitivity and non-linearity.
kernel. Different perturbation strengths were tried, resulting in the same averaging kernel results. Both Eq. (7) and the perturbation approach show enhanced CO$_2$ sensitivity higher in the atmosphere than predicted in the step 2-only averaging kernel (Eq. A1). Figure A1 shows the TES products $A$ and actual $A$ (using retrievals on perturbed data) for both steps. Since the TES products do not contain the information to calculate the full averaging kernel using Eq. (A2), the ratio between the actual and predicted sensitivity is calculated as a function of pressure. This scale factor, shown in Fig. A1b and Table 3, is applied to correct the calculated averaging kernel. This corrected averaging kernel is used and validated in this paper.

We compare retrievals using the methodology described near Eq. (6) of the main paper. For our comparisons, $x'_e$ was set to the TES operational a priori value, and $x_a$ was set to a constant 385 ppm value. Note that the initial guess is also set to the same a priori value – the initial guess should not matter but, depending on the non-linearity, can influence the answer. So the constant 385 ppm retrievals contain no prior knowledge of CO$_2$ in either the initial state or the prior.

The left panel of Fig. A2 shows a histogram of the difference between $x'_e$ and $x_a$ (green), the difference between $\hat{x}$ and $x$ (black), and the predicted total error (dashed) for monthly average TES values near SGP. The prior distribution has a standard deviation of 3.6 ppm and a bias of $-0.86$ ppm, and the final difference has a standard deviation of 0.49 ppm and a bias of $+0.11$ ppm. For comparison, the observation error is 0.5 ppm for these monthly averages. The time series panel (Fig. A2) shows that even when the initial guess and prior are set to a constant value, with no a priori knowledge of the CO$_2$ concentrations, the correct seasonal and yearly cycles are seen with the predicted sensitivity. When this same test was performed with the original averaging kernels in the TES products, the analysis showed that the sensitivity was over-predicted because differences between the red and black lines were correlated with the differences between the variable prior and the fixed prior. This correlation indicated that the predicted averaging kernels were not correct, leading to the correction discussed in this section.
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